Abstract-In this paper, we propose a Polar coding scheme for parallel Gaussian channels. The encoder knows the sum rate of the parallel channels but does not know the rate of any channel. By using the nesting property of Polar code, we design a coding/decoding scheme to achieve the sum rates.
INTRODUCTION
Polar codes are a major breakthrough in coding theory [1] . They can achieve Shannon capacity with a simple encoder and a simple successive cancellation decoder when the code block size is large enough. For a Gaussian channel W whose capacity is R , if the transmitter knows that the channel capacity is R, we can design a capacity-achieving polar code of (long) block length N designed for this channel to reach the rate ... 2 1 of this parallel channel. One open problem is that if the transmitter only knows the sum rate but does not have any information about the rate of any one of the parallel channels, can we still achieve this sum rate capacity? Without loss of generosity, we assume that the rates of M parallel channels are M r r r ,..., , 2 1 respectively and the sum rate is one, i.e., 1 ... . As shown in Fig. 1 , we need to design a coding scheme which encodes N bits and send them over M parallel channels. The receiver can jointly and successfully decode N bits.
In section II, we review the encoding of Polar codes and its nesting property and in section III we propose a new Polar coding scheme for parallel channel. Finally we draw some conclusions 
II. POLAR CODES AND ITS NESTING PROPERTY

A. Encoding of Polar Codes
Let 
B. Nesting Property of Polar Codes
We use the nesting property of Polar codes [2] to construct rate-compatible Polar code as follows: we divide the N encoding bits into Q subsets: . We can design a capacity-achieving polar code of (long) block length N designed for a channel W by choosing the information bit indices as
III. POLAR CODING FOR TWO PARALLEL CHANNELS
We illustrate our design using a simple example of 2 parallel channels as shown in Fig. 2 , and so on, until all bits are decoded. Note that the coding rate for the first Polar code is R=1/4, the second is R=2/4 and the third is R=3/4, the following codes have full rates of R=1. There is some overhead or rate loss for the first three Polar codes, but when the number of the transmitted codes is large enough, this overhead is negligible. Fig.3 shows a general structure of Polar coding for two parallel channels, where the N encoding bits are divided into Q subsets according to reliability. . After we cancel these decoded bits from all involved codes, we can repeat the above process to decode the next
, and so on, until all bits are decoded. ,..., , 2 1 and so on.
When the number of parallel channels M>3, we will use UDM (Universal Decodable Matrix) [3] for our design. 
, any sub-matrix G is full rank; 2) Induction hypothesis that any sub-matrix G of n F  is full rank. We need to prove that any sub-matrix G of
, but we only need to consider the following four cases:
; Other cases can be easily proved from the induction hypothesis.
 
The sub-matrix G (ABCD) is shown in Fig. 6 , which contains two identical matrices IJHD and KLCG, and three zero matrices: MFQN, FBLK and OKGP. After matrix "XOR" operation, FBCG=FBCG ⊕ AEHD, G contains zero matrix KLGC as shown in Fig. 7 .
Since the square matrix NQKO is full rank (this can be easily proved), we use it to "cancel" matrix QRLK to make it a zero-matrix by column combinations of FBCG and MFGP as shown in Fig. 8 .
The matrices AETS and FBRQ are identical, AETS can be "cancel" by XOR operation: AEHD=AEHD ⊕ FBCG. STIJ can be "canceled" by NQKO. Now we have three square matrices FBRQ, NQKO and IOPD as shown in Fig. 9 . From the induction hypothesis, FBRQ and IOPD are full rank. Fig. 10 , which contains two identical matrices IJLK and GHNM, and two zero matrices OBHG and MNCP. After matrix XOR, AEFD=OBCP⊕AEFD, the new form G is as shown in Fig. 11 .
The AEJI and KLFD form a matrix QRST which is full rank according to induction hypothesis. We use it to cancel EOGJ and LMPF by column combination between AEFD and EOPF and obtain a new form of G as shown in Fig.13 , where the matrix JHNL is a column-shifted of
, which is full rank.
The sub-matrix G (ABCD) is shown in Fig. 14, which contains a zero matrix JFHK. The matrices IBFJ and KHCL form a square matrix MNOP which is full rank according to induction hypothesis. The matrices AIJE and GKLD can be "canceled" by IBFJ and KHCL with linear combination of columns to obtain a new of G as shown in Fig. 15 . The matrix EJHG is the same as
The sub-matrix G (ABCD) is shown in Fig. 16 , which contains three zero matrices: IJNM, OGCL and HPKD. We use MNOP to "cancel" NFGO and obtain a new form of G as shown in Fig. 17 . The matrix JBFN is full rank according to the induction hypothesis, we use it to cancel matrix AIME and use MNOP to cancel EMPH, and obtain a new form of G containing JBNF, IJNM and HPDK as shown in Fig. 18 , where JBNF and HPDK full rank according to induction hypothesis. 
